“It is about time that a book like The New School came along. The age of security as pure technology is long past, and modern practitioners need to understand the social and cognitive aspects of security if they are to be successful. Shostack and Stewart teach readers exactly what they need to know--I just wish I could have had it when I first started out.”

--David Mortman, CSO-in-Residence Echelon One, former CSO Siebel Systems

Better evidence for better decision-making

Why the security data you have doesn’t support effective decision-making--and what to do about it
Beyond security “silos”: getting the job done together

Why it’s so hard to improve security in isolation--and how the entire industry can make it happen and evolve
Amateurs study cryptography; professionals study economics
What IT security leaders can and must learn from other scientific fields  A bigger bang for every buck

How to re-allocate your scarce resources where they’ll do the most good

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
It is great to read a security book that is written by people who "Get It", when it comes to sloppy, lazy, "been there & done that" security professionals. How long has the INFOSEC industry been yelling "the sky is falling" with testimony from the Devil himself? This book explains when the security path was established, who wrote the instruction manual and where we stopped paying attention. Our Fortran fathers handed us some awesome tools for building a great tower of knowledge, we lost the instruction book and the tools and are deep into building a doghouse instead of that tower. This book brings light onto the fact that we need to shift focus and regroup.

Adam Shostack and Andrew Stewart step away from the doomsayers and show the reader that it is not too late to get our security troubles under control. Money is not the answer to all the problems we face, we just need to recognize the real issues from the fluff issues. This book should be on every security managers desk, right next to their stapler and Rubix Cube.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
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